
Maundy Thursday (2020) 
 
On this night we commemorate the joyous institution of the Lord’s Supper and 
also the solemnity of Jesus’ suffering represented in the stripping of the altar and 
the reading of Psalm 22 that foreshadowed the unfolding of events.  
 
On this night Jesus gives an order, a mandate (Maundy), to love one another. It 
signifies a radical model of community where the greatest must serve the lowest. 
The profound decision that Jesus takes around the supper table is to choose 
community before betrayal. That sequence makes the difference. Jesus knew that 
he would be betrayed; yet still he chooses community. It attests to the character 
of God to always want to have communion with people and creation. God 
instituted the Noahnic covenant not to destroy creation, at Sinai he entered into 
a covenant relationship with Israel that would afford them great privileges, but 
with Christ at the Last Supper, God enters into a supreme covenant of grace with 
humanity. 
 
But why would God commit himself to such extreme ends? – Not only because 
grace is tenacious in its unconditional giving, but in the plan of God, grace 
enables the strength of character to choose when others don’t. They don’t 
choose, because they haven’t experienced and therefore don’t know how to give 
grace unconditionally.  
 
Often in community betrayal is rife, wanting to take away the freedoms of others 
because we perceive ourselves to be of greater moral aptitude – yet the reality 
could not be further from it. Covenant is about granting freedom to the other, not 
restrict it. 
 
If we want to make community function well we have to proactively choose it 
above betrayal, knowing that betrayal will come – but that is the servant’s 
mandate – to love. Of course community works best if we all live gracefully, and 
to an extent we do, at least through politeness. And that’s where we also need to 
be aware of systems and culture. We should create a culture of civility, but also 
internalise it so that we can overcome the feelings of isolation, lack of meaningful 
relationships and indeed holding secrets from one another. This is radical, 
perhaps even impractical.  Imagine though the possibility and the stature of a 
community that would live like that. ‘Maybe only in heaven’ you may chuckle at 
the idea. It is nevertheless what Jesus expects of us. 
 
It could not be better symbolized than by Jesus taking bread, infusing it with his 
purest and gracious intentions, personifying it as his body, breaking it and then 
sharing it with his betrayers, those who would abandon him, deny him, yet also 
follow him. Eating together makes for good community, eating of each other even 
better, despite being broken, because grace chooses community and sharing 
above betrayal. While there is paradox in that, grace always wins. It is not a 
dualistic cycle where good is defined as such because of evil’s existence – grace 
can exist independently and will always triumph.  
 



This community therefore is redemptive, because through grace we are accepted 
into a love that is divine, where we can experience forgiveness of our betraying 
of one another and live as grace enables. We become incorporated into the 
mystical body of God that gives us identity and an inheritance. In accepting grace 
through faith, we are indeed saved into a life that reveals the majesty of God’s 
glory, wonder, hope, peace and love.  
 
This is the vision of Christ, may be live it and fulfil that mandate. Amen. 


